
TruStile Upends the Notion  
that Modern Equals Flush
Clean, strong lines. Custom design options. Bold accents. This collection radically alters 

the concept of what a door can bring to today’s modern and contemporary designs.

Our Tru&Modern™ Door Collection features over 100 contemporary 
door styles and is centered around crisp stacked rails constructed in 
our authentic stile and rail method. Separate components fit together 
with 90 degree joinery creating crisp lines and dimension.

                  

Choose from either 9 or 13 stacked rail designs available in oversized 
wide stiles, organic asymmetric stiles or standard 5" stiles to fit your 
modern design objective. Two reveal options allow you to define the 
design. Select either a 1⁄8" radius reveal for a clean dimensional look or  
a 1⁄4" kerf cut for a bold horizontal line.

TruStile has taken the collection a step further 
with an exciting new collection of materials and 
inserts. We’ve partnered with Edelman® Leather to 
offer the finest leather available to be substituted 
for any wood panel or rail. The combination 
of wood and leather is a dynamic duo. Natural 
texture plus a bit of intrigue give this door a one 
of a kind expression.

In addition to leather, TruStile is also pleased to 
announce the addition of metal inserts from 
architectural supplier Chemetal®. Particularly 
popular in today’s interiors are warm and textured 
metals. Again, these metals can be used in place 
of any wood panel or rail to provide depth to a 
modern look.

TRUSTILE MODERN DOOR COLLECTION

TM6100 in white oak with Edelman® Shagreen Grey Oyster leather 

TM9130 in LVL with Chemetal® Patina Etruscan metal panels.

TM13000 in MDF with kerf cut reveal 

www.trustile.com



TRUSTILE MODERN DOOR COLLECTION

Door Style 

Choose a TM door style (available in 9 or 13 rail 
configurations) with or without inserts. Then select 
a stile option: wide, asymmetric or standard 5-inch.

Wood Species  

Select from 20 wood species or paint-grade MDF.

Reveal Option

Define the design with minimalist appeal and detail.

Reveal options only available on stacked rail doors

Material Inserts

If your door style has an insert choose from glass, 
resin, leather, metal or a flat wood panel.

Sticking Options

If you choose to substitute a rail with one of the 
materials (from step 4), elect a profile option to  
frame the insert: Square Stick or One Step

Custom Dimensions

Further customize your door design by 
changing the stile and rail dimensions.

TM9230 TM13340 TM13440TM9230 TM13340 TM13440

Leather GlassMetal Resin

Square Stick (SS) Square Stick (SS) 
Compression Fit

One Step (OS)

Wenge BambooWalnut MDF

1/8" Radius Reveal
Clean dimensional look

1/4" Kerf Cut
Bold simple lines
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